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Axially symmetric dynamic response solutions for infinite and finite length 
cylinders subjected to pressure transients which arise in propulsion Bystems 
are presented in Volume I. Pressure transient types considered in detail are of the 
spike, step, ramp and sinusoidal forms. Solutions for simplesimple and fixedhfixed 
boundary conditions are given and used as the basis for design charts which yield 
maximum stresses. A discussion of advanced problems is included. 
Volume II is a User 's  Manual for a General Purpose Digital Computer Program 
capable of predicting the dynamic response of cylinders subjected to ramp and sinusoidal 
pressure transients. The dynamic response for many traverses of a pressure transient 
from one end of the cylinder to the other can be computed by the program for the case 
where one end of the cylinder is closed by a valve and the other end attached to a 
relatively large container. 
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The dynamic response of circular cylindrical ducts to various travelling pressure 
transient wave forms is discussed, and analyzed, and solutions are presented in Volume I 
of this two volume report. On the basis of analytical solutions obtained in series form 
for fipite length cylinders it was  possible to generate design charts wwch yield maximum 
local dynamic stresses. However, these design charts take into consideration the 
dynamic response of the cylinder for only one traverse of the pressure transient 
across the length of the pipe. Consequently these design charts are valid for those 
situations in which edge reflections of the pressure transients are not important. 
This would be the situation, for example, when the cylinder is relatively long or pressure 
front reflections are partially elhinated by edge conditions. 
In general, however, it is necessary to predict the response of circular ducts to 
many traverses of the pressure transient as is for example the situation in relatively 
short cylinders subjected to water hammer. In order to p r d c t  the response of cylinders 
subjected to many traverses of the pressure transients of the types found in missile 
applications, it was found necessary to solve the governing differential equation numeri- 
cally. Based on this numerical solution procedure, a General Furpose Digital Computer 
Programwas written which is capable of predicting dynamic response of cylinders to 
many transient pressure traverses. This volume is a User's Manual for the computer 
P W P = .  
. 
Ramp and sinusoidal pressure transients are treated. A complete discussion of the 
characteristics of the pressure transient histories for these two pressure wave types is 
given in Volume I. It is assumed throughout that the left end of the cylinder is closed by 
a valve ,as in a water hammer situation, and the right end is attached to a relatively large 
contaher. n o  boundary conditions are considered, that of simple support at both ends, 
and fixed Support at both ends. 
Section II contains a summary of the design variables and parameters involved in 
the pressure transient dynamic response problem treated. The final governing differential 
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equation is thm presented and the manner ic which it is numerically solved is discussed 
in Appendix A. Particular attention is given to the convergence criterion adopted. 
Section details the preparation of input data and the data printed out by the 
program. Illustrative sample problems are  presented in Section IV. 
The details of the general sequence of operation performed by the computer are 
presented by means of a flow chart in Section V. This section also contains sufficient 
program operational details to pennit its use at most computational facilities. Finally, 
a description of the integration package N l - T  is given in Appendix A and a listing of 
the program source deck is given in Appendix B. 
.* 




















II. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 
A. DESIGN VARLABLES AND PARAMETERS 
The General Purpose Digital Program can determine the dynamic response for 
two specific transient pressure wave forms which are shown in Figures II-1 and 11-2. 
The sketches shown in these figures depict the pressure transients during the first 
traverse from left to right (see Section II of Volume I for the succeeding sequence of 
pressure traverses). The symbols shown in these figures represent the design 
variables of the problem and are defined as follows: 
t = time 
v = speed of transient pressure 
= length of cylinder 
t = valve closure time 
p = maximum intensity of radial pressure L. 
h = cylinder wall thickness 
e 
P 
R = cylinder radius 
x = axialcoordinate 
'? C 
= half wave length of sinusoidal pressure transient 
= weight density of cylinder material 
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Damping Parameter 
a =  c L , &  h 
where 
E 
V = Poisson's Ratio 
= Young's Modulus of cylinder material 
c = Vimous damping coefficient 
The magnitude of the ciamping parameter, Q , iti lh i 'd  t0 the rang2 0s 3 5 1. 
There are no restrictions on the values of 
vicinity of 10 and greater, computational times are relatively large. 
or B . However for values of B in the 
6 
In addition to the above design variables the following nondimensional time and 





x E ='K 
1 where to =- and is the time required for the pressure transient front to traverse 
V' 
the length of the cylinder. 
All  the design variables and parameters have now beemdefined in nondimensional 
form a d  their insertion into the program, as discussed in the next section, will yield 
the history of deflection and bending moment parameters at selected locations on the 
cylinder. M m u m  deflection and bending moment parameters a re  automatically 
determined. The program will yield eufficient data to permit a determination of the 
corresponding deflection or bending moment at the maximum bending moment or 
deflection location. Thus the complete critical state of stress can be determined for 
use in a failure analysis. 
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Deflections and stress resultants as illustrated in Figure XX-3 are determined 
from two computed dependent parameters which will now be defined. 
Nondimensional radial deflection 








Mo = p R h  
4- 
The hoop and circumferential bending moment etreee resultante are given in terms 
of iG and Gx by the following expreeeione. 
Eh WQ I 
N + = - w  R (9) 
(10) 4 
B, GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL METHOD OF SOLUTION 
The rolutfog Oi the barrio differential equation for the spmetrioally loaded 
~yligder har beem 8hOWn is Volume I of this report to be d the following form. 
7 
1 -  
t -  
W 
? 
Figme II-3. Shell Element 
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The function F (t) i s  obtained as the solution of the following differential n 
equation 
n 
2 d f  
- dFn + a 2  F =An?) d2F -+  2a-  
d't 
n n  
For simplesimple support conditions 
Wn(() = sinKn[ 
a 2 w n  2 
= -K  sin^ E n n a €  
K = n n  n 
For fixed-fixed support conditions it was found necessary to arrange W a 
-- in the following form 
(1 5) 
( K € - K )  -Wn€ + KJ 
( s i n K  + cos K ) n n (sin K, - COS K ~ )  + e 
n n + e  
n -K + 2 4  sin(K n ( -KJ] 
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8 
( C O S K ~ C   sin^ E 
-2K 
n n n 
n 
- C O S K  t  sin^ [ + e  
L 




K for the fixed-fixed support conditions are the roots of the equation. n 
1 = cos K coshK (17) n n 
The time dependent function A (T)on the right hand side of Equation (13) is 
lengthy and given in Volume I of this report. The computer program presented in this 
report eS6entially integrates Equation (13) by a numerical procedure which is discussed 
in Appendix A. The program is written to permit considerations of nondimensional times 
up t o t =  10 (see Section III.B), i.e., ten traverses of the pressure transient over the 
length of the cylinder. 
n 
C. CONVERGENCE CRITERION 
The solutions to the transient pressure response problems of this study for finite 
length cylinders are  in the form of a series; the number of terms, N, required for con- 
vergence in the series depends on the values of the speed parameter, k , and the length 
parameter, p . A determination of the number of terms in the series can be obtained 
from convergence curves such as shown in Volume I. To avoid the neceksity of plotting 
convergence curves, which give the variation of deflection (or bending moment) with the 
number of terms in the series solution, t i  convergence criterion was postulated and 
enclosed in the general purpose program. 
Various methods of ascertaining when convergence has been attained were 
examined and because of the complex characteristics of the convergence curves (see 
Volume I), two of these methods were adopted for inclusion in the general purpose 
program. Consideration is given only to the convergence of the bending moment series 
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since it C O ~ ~ e r g e 6  much lees rapidly than does the series solution for the deflection. 
The convergence criterion adopted is given by the following two' inequalities. 
n = denotes nth term (harmonic) in series solution 
N = denotes the last term in the series solution 
p = epeclfiedarbitrargnumber 
- 
= the nth term in the bending moment series solution 
= specified maximum absolute averaged value of partial sum from 
Mxn 
n = N -  p +  1 t o n = N .  
= specified relative value of averaged partial sum from n = N - p + 1 
t o n - N  ( 2  
The first inequality insures that the computations will not proceed without limit 
i6 selected a8 0.001. In the second inequality,G when gx is close fo Eem. Thus 
is essentially equal to the error permitted in the eeries solution and was set equal to 
0.001. It should be noted that the purpose for introducing the term p is to cover those 
situations in which GX = 0. For the present program,p, was taken equal to 10, 
When < 1 the above convergence criterion is applied directly. However, 
> 1 the above convergence criterion is applied after the number of terms in when 
the series exceeds a critical value given by (see Equation (4-4) of Volume I). 
. 
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n -  cr  @!E++ n Jq1’2 (20) 
In order to insure that the program does not continue to compute without bound, 
an upper limit to N was taken as the greater of N = 2n or N = 200. cr 
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III. GENERAL PURPOSE DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM 
A. GENERAL RULES FOR I N P U T  DATA PREPARATION 
Table I presents the form of a typical input data sheet. This sheet consists oi 
25 lines and columns 1-72 and 77-80. Each line will be reproduced on a single punched 
card with the individual letters and numbers entered on the data sheet punched in cor- 
responding columnar locations on the card. Each item of input information has been 
assigned a specific field (block of columns) on the input sheet by the programmer. The 
input must rigidly adhere to these locations, and is either in alphameric or numerical 
information. 
The alphameric information, which utilizes upper case letters and numerals, is  
normally used for problem titles and input labels, and is illustrated in Example 1 of 
Table I. Each letter must occupy a separate space (column). In using information for 
input labels, extreme care must be exercised in preparing the input sheets so that in 
keypunching, a letter is not interpreted as a number or  another letter. To prevent 
this confusion, slashes and dashes are used with certain letters. A few rules to prevent 
the misinterpretation of letters follows: 
(a) Write the letter 0 with a vertical slash @ 
(b) Write the letter Z with a horizontal slash, B 
(c) Write the letter I with dashes, 1. 
(d) Write the letter S with a vertical slash, ;8: 
(e) Write the letter V with a dash, E 
Numerical data are presented in floating point and fixed point notations. In floating 
point notation, the decimal point is always shown on the input data, and in fixed point nota- 
tion the decimal is never shown. The floating point notation is applicable, for example, 
to measure quantities such as time, position, etc. The fixed point notation is limited to 
whole numbers or integers, and in general is  used for program controls and countable 
quantities; e.g., the number of terms required in a series solution. Examples 2, 3, and 
4 in Table I illustrate the floating point notation and Example 5, the fixed point notation. 
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In these examples i t  is assumed that a field of 10-column spaces has been allocated for 
each number; i.e., the first number on a line uses  Columns 1 through 10, the second 
number Columns 11 through 20, etc. 
In floating point notation, a number may be writ ten in either the conventional 
n 6 manner or 86 a factsr of 10 ; for cxample, the number 30,000,000 = 30 x 10 is ivrittcn 
in conventional form as 30000000.0 and in lon form as 30.OE6. Example 4, Table I, 
shows the various ways of entering this speeific number. 
All numerical data is right adjusted; i.e., the number is written at the right hand 
side of the block of columns reserved for the number as shown in Example 2, Table I. 
The only exception to this right adjustment rule is for floating point data written 
in conventional form. It is common practice to enter data at the left-hand side of the 
field as shown in Example 3, Table I using a maximum of eight digit6 to facilitate key 
punching. 
Columns 77-80 can be used for identification of the respective input cards. Their 
use is completely arbitrary; i.e., the analyst may use these spaces or leave them blank. 
If the analyst elects to identify the input cards, upper case letters and numerals may be 
placed in these spaces as shown by Example 6, Table I. The simplest scheme of identi- 
fication is to number the input lines (cards) consecutively from 1 to the labt line. 
Alternatively, for some problems it is beneficial to establish a simple code which indi- 
cates the input information contained on each card. 
For numerical input data, both floating and fixed point data, plus signs are not 
normally used but negative numbers and negative exponents must be preceded by a minus 
sign. In entering the data on input sheets, each arabic numeral, decimal point, plus or 
minus sign, etc. must occupy a separate column space. 
For the subject program, the input sheet is basically divided into three fields, 
discussed below and illustrated in Table I as Item 7. 
(a) A 6-column field (LABELS) is reserved for the alphabetical labeling of the 
appropriate input which includes such items as ALPHA, LAMBDA, etc. 
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(b) A 9-column field (INTEGER) is reserved for applicable fixed point informa- 
tion such as the number of title cards used. 
(c) A 15-column field (VARIABLE) is reserved for the applicable floating point 
information of input parameters such a s  the value of BETA being entered as 
100.0. It should be noted from Table I, Item 7, that whenever a VARIABLE or  
INTEGER is entered, there must be the appropriate LABEL on the same line. 
B. DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS FOR INPUT 
The arrangement of input data for obtaining the deflection e) and bending moment 
(% ) parameters by use of the computer program is illustrated in Table II, "Detailed 
Input Data Sheets". The respective items of input are designated by numbers in the left- 
hand margin. Certain items may be deleted as they a re  preset by the program to some 
constant value. Although many of the input labels are self explanatory, certain items 
X 
need greater explanation and are given in the correspondingly number paragraphs. 
7.  The data (ALPHA) is an optional item pertaining to the nondimentional 
damping parameter a . If omitted, then the program presets Q = 0.0; 
however, if the analyst knows this parameter, then ALPHA is entered as 
some known quantity. 
A group of input data (XZER4, DELX, XF) gives the analyst the opportunity 
to analyze several positions of the pipe for a given set of input parameters 
( A  ,fl, etc .) where 
8. 
XZERO ( [ i> is the initial position 
DELX at) is the increment 
XF ([ F) is the final position 
Thus, if the analyst desires to examine the dynamic response at  3 positions near the 
center of the pipe, the input is in the following form: XZERb = 0.45, DELX = 0.05, 
XF = 0.55. Thus, for this sample input, the program will effect three solutions at 
positiops of 0.45, 0.50, and 0.55, respectively. If the analyst decides that only one 
position is to be analyzed, then DELX = 0.0 and XF will have the same input as X Z E 4  
9. Either input (TAUC or EP$) must be entered, depending on-the type of 
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The data (NUMINT) is an optional item pertaining to the number of equally 
spaced time intervals ( At = 
bending moment (&) parameters will be printed out. If this data is omitted, 
then NUMINT is preset to 50, resulting in time increment of - = 0.02. If, 
however, the analyst choses to input other quantities, then NUMINT will be 
entered as 40, 25, 20, 10, or 5, resulting iri time increments of 0.025, 0.04, 
0.05, 0.10, and 0.20, respectively. Caution must be exercised so that the 
time increment will not be a repeating decimal (e.g. NUMINT of 30 yields, a 
time increment of 0.03333 . . . . .). 
The final time (TF) of the analysis which must be entered is a multiple of 
1.0 and the largest valve that can be accommodated is dependent upon 






NUMTNT (Item 1Q) in- accordance with the inequality TF 
Thus, if NUMINT is 50, then the analyst may go to a final time of 10.0. If, 
however, NUMINT is 40, then TF would be entered as 12.0 and not 12.5. 
A relative e r ro r  (RELERR) is necessary when solving the governing differen- 
tial equations by use of the computer program. (See Appendix A.) This input 
may be deleted as the program presets this value to 0.001; however, if the 
analyst enters this data then 5 RELERR 
Inputing the data (NMAX) will force the computer program to bypass the con- 
vergence testing (see Section II.C); thus, the analyst will normally omit this 
input and only use it when convergence fails and more harmonics must be 
computed. 
The card (FUL@UT) should be inputed with every case by the analyst as the 
output will then depict the time history of the deflection and bending moment 
parameters. If this input is omitted, then only the absolute value of the 
maximum deflection and bending moment parameters will be presented as 
outplt. 
The data (CAfEND) signifies the end of the input data for the specific case 
being analyzed. If the analyst desires to run several cases by minor input 
changes, only the corresponding data that changes between the two shall be 
inputed in the latter case (see Table III, illustrative example 2). 
Note that each case will have the card CA$END inputed, and after 
the very last case being run, the input END must be entered. 
C. OUTPUT INFORMATION 
The output data may be classified into the following two general categories. 
(a) Input Data Section . This block of data is automatically printed out as 
reference and as a check of the input data used by the analyst. 
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(b, Analysis Section - This section contains several items in the solution of 





The number of harmonics computed. 
The computational time expended to achieve a solution. 
A time history of the deflection and bending moment parameters. 
7% maximum deflection and bending moment parameters of the 
present time study. 
The numerlL1 data printed out can be expressed in the form 0.DDDDDDDD E n. 
This mpremnts the number 0.DDDDDDDD x loc. For example, the number 1.669 
would be shown in the printout as 0.1669301. A negative exponent is indicated by a 
minus sign preceding the exponent, and a negative number by a minus sign preceding 
the digite. Thus a printout of 0.1OE-02 indicates the number 0.001 and a printout of 
-0.150843-07 means the negative number -0.15084 X lo-' = -0.000000015084. A 
discuS8ion of Several specific items which are of importance in the application of the 
program is now presented. In general, the output items pertaining to the input section 
are all self explanatory with the exception of two items. These am 
1, The input data for TAUC or EP$ will not appear as printout of the ~ a m e .  
Instead, these items will appear in the line of printout, OVER THE 
INTERVALS :of 0.00, (TAUC or EPS), 1.0 (see Figure TV-la 
The title will appear at the beginning of the output for each problem. How- 
ever, if a problem is run for several positions by the incrementing proce- 
dure (DELX # 0.0) then the title will only appear with the first position 
2. 
~ 1 y Z e d .  
The printuut information for the analysis section, however, needs further clarifica- 
tion. Normally, all problems to be solved by the computer program are allowed to achieve 
a converged eolution (see Section ILC) of the maximum bending mainent parameter. The 
computer program worke in the following manner to attain convergence which is based 
on xicr. 
1. For n < 50 cr 
The first 50 harmonics are computed, the maximum bending moment parameter 
is determined, and then a block of 10 more harmonics is computed. If con- 
vergence has occurred the program will printout the pertinent inforniation. If 
. 21 Report No. 2286-950002 (Vol. n) 
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convergence has not occurred, another block of 10 harmonics is computed 
and the test for convergence applied again. The process is repeated until 
convergence occurs o r  the upper limit of 200 harmonics is reached. 
2; F o r n  > 50 c r  
Here the program xorka in a similar manner just  described to attain 
convergence for "cr < 50. 
For 50< ncr< 100 computes the first 100 terms and then blocks of 10 for 
convergence. 
Fnr Inn< pTr < 20(! c m q x t e s  thc first 200 t z r x s  a d  then b h k s  of 10 
for convergence, and so on to infinity. Thus all values of ncr > 50 will 
follow the above scheme for convergence. 
The upper limit of the harmonics for ncr > 5 0  is preset in the program to 2 ncr 
or 200 harmonics (whichever is greater). 
Thus the number of harmonics in all cases except one (simple support when 
sin n71( = 0) will be some multiple of 10. Hence, when a problem is run for simple 
supports at ( = 0.50, the program only computes the odd number harmonics as the even 
numbered harmonics are zero. (See Section V, Item 16.) Here  the output will be some 
multiple of 10 less 1 ,  e.g.. 59, 69, 79, etc. 
If convergence occurs, the printout will contain the items discussed in this section. 
If convergence fails, an e r ror  message for the specific failure will be printed so that the 
analyst can remedy this situation. The possibility of nonconvergence can occur when 
1 .  
2. 
The time limit is exceded, 
The upper limit of the number harmonics (2 ncr or 200) is reached and 
Equation (19) is not satisfied. 
The bending moment oscillates around zero (Equation (18)). 3. 
If any of the above occur, the final block of harmonics of the bending moment 
computed will also be printed out at the end of the output. The analyst then can check 
these values and decide if rerunning is necessary. 
If the analyst decides that a rerun is necessary on the above mentioned items, the 
following remedies may be taken. 
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For (1) abme, the analyst Mll simply allot more tihe on the computer. 
For (2) and (3) above, the analyst will make successive reruns inserting 
different NMAX cards (see Section III-B) and compare the output to see if 
convergence has occured. 
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IV,  ILLUSTRATIVE SAMPLE PRORLEMS 
A. SAMPLE INPUT DATA SHEETS 
Data sheets containing the necessary input for two specific sample prob~tms 




3. The speed parameter ) i s  2.0. 
4. 
5. 
The ends of pipe are simple supported. 
The length parameter ( p )  is 100.0. 
The damping coefficient (Q 1 is 0.0. 
The time history(7)of the dynamic response desired is from 0 to -1.0. 
In addition to the above items, the first sample problem is for a raiiip pressure transient 
with a valve closure time ofT -= 0.20. The dynamic response is obtained at two positions, 
Le., 
C 
= 0.50 and & = 0.55. The second problem considers only one position ( [ 0.50) 
but is for a sinusoidal pressure transient where the half wave length is 0.20. 
The information for the two specific problems is transferred To the IBM input 
sheets in accordance with Section III.B, (Detailed Instructions for Input Sheets). For 
Problem No. 1, the following information is entered. 
The title of the problem (NaTTL and TTL) 
Type of boundary conditions (B@UND) 
Type of pressure transient being considered (TYPE). 
Speed and Iength parameters (LAMBDA and BETA respectively) 






6. Final time (TF) 
7. Valve closure time (TAUC) 
The following information for the second problem is then entered: 
1. 
2. 
The title of the problem (NQTTL and TTL) 
Type of pressure transient being considered (TYPE) 















- -  
I 
- + -  
... - . . 
-. . 
. I  . 
T .- . . .  
. - - A -  
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3. 
4. Half wave length (E*) 
Positions to be analyzed (XZERO, DELX and XF) 





1. No input is necessary for the samping coefficient ( a  ) as it is already set 
equal to 0.0 by the computer program, 
The input for the 2nd problem is only that which differs from the first 
problem (i.e., the position to be analyzed, the type of pressure transient 
being cansidered etc.). 
For both problems the t h e  histcq (0.02 time ixrement) Q€ the d3munic 




The output discussed in Section 1II.C and generated by the program for the two 
specific problems is presented in Figures IV-la, IV-lb, and IV-2. However, these 
figures show only a few of the first and last time points of the entire time array. These 
results were generated on the IBM 7094 Digital Computer, IBSYS Version 13 at the 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama. Results generated at other corn- 
Wter facilities may yield only 4 digit agreement on numbers of large magnitude due 
to different compaters o r  IBSYS versions. Several items should be noted from these 
These are: 
Regardless of the type of pressure transient being considered, a converged 
solution has occured for  the given input parameters. 
The expended time to achieve a solution is dependent on many items. Thus 
at a position of 0.50, the ramp solution (Figure IV-la) took 6.18 minutes 
while the sinusoidal solution (Figure IV-2) took 6.65 minutes. Also con- 
sideration of the same type of pressure transient but at different points can 
result in different computational times. For the ramp at 
the time was 6.18 minutes while at ( = 0.55 (Figure IV-lb) the expended time 
was 13.0 minutes. Here  the difference in time is accounted for by the fact 
that only 1/2 the number of harmonics are computed at 
Section V.A, Item 16). 
When more than one position is analyzed, the maximum deflection and bending 
moment of all positions analyzed is printed out after the last position (see 
Figure IV-lb). 
= 0.50 (FigureIV-la) 
= 0.50 (see 
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c .  RESULTS 
Results for the two specific sample problems are  plotted in Figures IV-3 
through IV-8. These plots show the time history of the deflection (% or bending 
moment parameters (Mx) at the specified positions for 4 traverses of the pressure 
wave. Figures IV-9 through IV-16 shows the comparisons of the results between the 
General Purpose Digital Program and the Series Solution Program for the undamped 
and damped solution of. the following cases: 
i. Eamp-Simple and fixed suppi-ts 
2 .  Sinusoidal-Simple and fixed supports 
A converged solution (59 harmonics) was attained only for the ramp with simple 
supports (Figures IV-9 and IV-10). The remaining cases were run for only 40 harmonics. 
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x = 2  




Figure IV-9. Deflection'and Bending Moment versus Time - Ramp Pressure, Simple 
Supports, Undamped Solution 
I 
- 
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(a) Deflection 
: Parameters 










(b) Bending Moment 
- 
Figure rV-10. Deflection and Bending Moment versus Time - Ramp Pressure, Simple 
Simple Supports, Damped Solution 
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I - ,  
e= 102 
a=o (a) Deflection 
(b) Bending Moment 
Figure IV-11. Deflection and Bending Moment versus Time Shsoidal Pressure, 
simple SUP~OX-~S, undamped Solution 
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Figure IV-12. Deflection and Bending Moment versus Time - Sinusoidal Presmre, 
Simple Supports, Damped Solution 






































(b) Bending Moment 
Figure IV-13. Deflection and Bending Moment versus Time - Ramp Preemre, Fixed 
Supports, Undamped Solution 
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@) Bending Moment 
Figure IV-14. Deflection and Bending Moment versus Time - Ramp Pressure, Fixed 
Supports, Damped Solutim 
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x = 2  
E)  =lo2 
e = o  Q = O  
E = 0.2 
Figure N-15. Beding Moment versus Time - Sinusoidal Pressure, Fixed Supports, 
undamped Solution 
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Figure IV-16. Deflection and Bending Moment versus Time - Sinusoidal Pressure, 
Fixed Supports, Damped Solution 


















V. PROGRAM OPERATIONAL DETAILS 
Sufficient technical details on the digital computer program, a re  presented 
in this section to permit its execution at any computer facility. 
A. SUMMARY OF PROGRAM PROCESSES 
The program is completely in core (input and output tapes are only required). 
A summglpg of the various subroutines used in the program is given below. 































Reads in data, one case at  a time. Sets time intervals. f s 
Calls exit when all cwes  completed. 
Controls size of master block. 
Calls FMlT and KAPPA. 
Sets counter to keep track of actual harmonic. 
Numerical integration package. 
Comprised of decks NIDEK, =IN, MTHD, RNKT, NIDE, PRNT. 
Derivative subroutine required by NINT. 
Calls A1 or A2 depending on boundary conditions. 
Defines forcing function for simple supports. 
Defines forcing function for fixed supports. 
Tes ts8  
possible. 
Defines Kn for simple and fixed supports. 
Output subroutine required by NINT. 
Controls print point intervals. 
Saves maximum time-point and n values for testing. 
Tests 10 values of E f a r  convergence. 
Defines critical harmonic (ncJ and NMAX. 
Defines harmonic dependent constant used to compute deflectiqn. 
Define; s e c h d  derivative of W (W") used to compute beading 
moment. 
Subroutine which prints e r ror  and dumps core when input data is 
incorrect. 




I *  











FIXIT Checks position parameter (E ) for simple sapport cases and 
sets up an array which allows program to skip those harmonics 
for which sin K [ = 0.0. 
Picks date out of core and saves it. 
n 
DAAT 
TRXG Checks keys and when SIGN; Key 18 and Key 35 are turned on, 
program writes output on A3 and terminates normally. 
FLOW CHART 
A copy of the general flow chart employed by the programmer in the development 
oi the program is given in Figure V-I. The numerical integration subroutine called 
NINT is discussed in detail in Appendix A. The program listing is given as Appendix B. 



















I I  
CRIT Initialize 
Choose * ' constants 
n cr 
81 Switches 
Choose Time Loop 
And set print 4 
1L Interval 
Select Maximum Yes 












Figure V-1. General Flow Chart 

























The General Purpose Digital Program p r e s e n b  in this report ma&s use of a 
program called NINT which numerically integrates Equation (13) given in the body of 
this report. 
1. IDENTIFICATION 
The Fortran IV numerical integration control subprogram is 
(a) NIDEK (PRINT) 






(See Section 4, "FUNCTIONAL DEFINITIONS OF ROUTINES".) 
2. PURPOSE 
To numerically integrate a system of differential equations which can be written 
in the form 
dYi 
-=  fi (t, yl, y2, . , y$ ; i = 1, 2, . . . , K dt 
Note: Any differential equation of p > 1 can be written as a 
system of p first order equations; e.g., the second order 
equation f$ - 
order equations, (i) y-Z = 0, (ii) 253-y-4y-4t = 0. 
-4y-4t = 0 is equivalent to the two first 
0 .  
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3. METHOD 
NIDEK uses the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta technique to start 
the solution and a predictor-corrector method to continue the solution. 
4. FUNCTIONAL DEFINITIONS OF ROUTINES 
Subroutine NIDEK calls the following subroutines: 
a. BEGIN - initializes various parameters and variables 
b. METHOD - chooses one possible predictor-corrector 
c. OUTPUT - can be written to output required data 
d. RUNKUT - numerically integrates by the Runge- 
Kutta technique (used as a starting 
process only) 
e. PRINT - determines when we should output; i.e., 
determines print points. If KK = 1, call 
OUTPUT (otherwise, KK = 0) .  
f. NKIDE - numerically integrates by a predictor- 
corrector method 
g. D E W  - computes derivatives and whatever else 
method- 
is desired (see special section, "Construction 
of DE RIV") 
5. DEFINITIONS 
a. TIME - current time 
b.* TF - finaltime 
c.* EPS - accuracy criterion 2 EPS z10-6). This is 
a measure of the relative e r ro r  at any given 
integration step. 
d.* DELP - printinterval 
e.* TO - initialtime 
f. H - integration interval 
g.** HMIN - minimum integration interval = maximum of two values 
x DELP) 
he** CST- - multiplying constant in accuracy test in NIODE 
,(A value of 0.2 is assigned to CST in BEGIN.) 
* These quantities must be supplied. 
** These quantities may be supplied. 












8 .  KEYEPS 
the find time against which we test the 
current tipe (TIME) to determine whether 
we have completed the required time history. 
location used to save current time (used in 
RuNKuT) 
HMIN/2.0 
number of f irst  order equations (I I NOE I15) 
specifies the position in the YY and ZZ block 
where the current value of the dependent 
variable and its derivative is located. 
e&, n(N, I), Z Z P ,  1) 
indicates the number of consecutive times 
we have generated values of the dependent 
variables (and derivatives) by the Runge- 
Kutta technique (RUNKUT) . 
0 ,  if we have less than four consecutive 
starting values; 
1, if we have four consecutive starting 
values (used in RUNKUT) 
indicates whether the integration interval 
has been altered (1) or not (0) 
indicates whether we are at a print point 
(1) o r  not (0) 
(set in PRINT) 
counter in PRINT 
indicates whether we have satisfied our 
accuracy criteria in NDDE (0) or 
not (1) 
* This quantity must ye supplied 
6. USAGE 
The following common block must appear in the calling program: 
COMMON/ABIDCK/YY( 1 5,lS) , Z Z (15,lS) ,XX( 100) 
Also, for simplicity of notation the following EQUIVALENCE statements may be 
inserted: 
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Use of NIDEK (PRINT) 
h the calling program insert the named common block, 
COMMON/ABLOCK/YY(15 ,15) ,ZZ(15,15) JX(100) 
(EQ WALENCE where necessary) 
Also, code in the calling program: 
EXTERNAL PRINT 
Specify T0,TF ,EPS,DE LP,NOE 
Specify the initial values of the dependent variables: 
YY(N,I), I = 1,NOE 
Input and specify whatever else is required 
Call NIDEK (PRINT) 
Go to next case or exit. 
Notes: (a) NIDEK (PRINT) completely defines the problem and 
insures print-out at every print point. However, the 
programmer must realize that for print-out purposes, 
the independent variable is in XX(l), the dependent 
variables are in YY(N,I) and the derivatives of the 
dependent variables are in ZZ(N,I). 
@) OUTPUT and DERIV must also be written. 
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7. CONSTRUCTION OF D E W  
In ABLOCK, YY reserves a block of locations for the dependent variables in 
the differential equation. In like manner, 22 reserves a location block for values 
of the derivatives. 
To m m t  D E W ,  
a. Insert the named common block, 
C O M M O N / A B l D C ~ ! 1 5 3  15) ZZ(1.5, Is), MC(100) 
b. Associate with each dependent variable a column in the YY-block. 
The row location will be determined by N where XX(21) is equivalent 
with N. 
c. Associate with each derivative a column in the 22-block. 
However, the column number here must be numerically 
equal to the column number of the corresponding dependent 
variable in the YY-block The row location w i l l  be determined by N. 
d. Code the differential equations (reduced to first order equatiow, 
if necessary) in thie YY, ZZ notation. 
EXAMPLES: 
2t - 1 
t 
a. Y =  7 y + 1  ; t = 1 , y o = 2  
0 
let y - YY(N,l) initially set TO = 1 
andi - ZZ(N,l) and yY(1,l) = 2 
thus, 
22(N,1) = ((2.0*TIME - l.)/TIME**2)*YY@J) i- 1.0 
where TIME is equivalenced with XX(1). 
b. 2?-;-4~-4t = 0 ; x = 7/3,y = 4, 
& + 23-3x = 0 5 -3.5 at t = o 
0 
















let i = z 
then 2i-4-4y-4t = 0 
& + 2&3x = 0 








initially set TO = 0 
YY(1,l) = -3.5 
YY(1,2) = 7/3 
YY(1,3) = 4.0 
ZZ(N,3) = Yy(N91) 
ZZ(N,2) = (3.*YY(N,2)-2.* ZZ(N,3))/4. 
ZZ(N,l) = (ZZ(N,2) + 4.*YY(N,3) + 4.*TIME)/Z. 
8. RESTRICTIONS 
a. NINT is limited to a maximum of 15 first order differential equations. 
b. Some systems of ordinary differential equations cannot be adequately solved 
by numerical methods due to the fact that the solutions cannot be adequately 
approximated by difference equations. It would serve the reader well to 
examine his system and determine if a method is best for his particular 
problem. 
9. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHODS 
The predictor-corrector method is a multistep integration method which employs 
a predictor (open) formula for extrapolation toward the desired value followed by 
a correction of the predicted value by use of a corrector (closed) formula. The 
predictor formula is used once; the corrector formula can theoretically be used 
1 
any number of times until the answer converges to the desired degree of accuracy . 
In NINT the corrector formula is used only once. Accuracy is maintained by an 
altering of the integration interval. For symbolism and general theory see: 
"W.E .Milne, Numerical Solution of Differential Equations ," John Wiley & Sons, 
New York, 1953. 
1. 





Note: Tbe classical p e  m d  A h s - N Z 0 1 d t o ~  numericcal integr&ion 
techniques fal l  into this predictor-corrector class. 
(a) Truncation Error 
Since the solution of 8 differential equation is approximated by the 
UBB ob a difference equation, there is a truncation error  associated 
with a given difference equation. 
For example, in @e Adams-Moulton method the corrector formula 
I I I I 
is formed by truncating the Modton formula 
after the third backward &erenee, creating a truncation error of 
19 5 (5) (s) 
' x < S X where h is the integration - - h y  
n+2 n+l 
720 
inter& and y(') = d5y/dx5. 
1 
Now if we consider the general difference equation 
* 1 
where 
= 0 ,  C7 = 0 for predictor formulas c l o  
C6 # 0, Cl0 = 0 for corrector formulas 
and expand in a Taylor series about yn - and truncate all terms 
-~ 
after the y@) 
(B) - Truncation y , -[ terms we obtain: n+l- 10-33 c 6  - 57 '10 5 (5) 90 h y (S),Xn-4(S<X n . 1 n-4 
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(b) Convergence 
In theory the corrector formula is used to effect the convergence of 
the values being calculated to a desired degree of accuracy. Therefore. 
we must consider the repeated use of (A) above with C6 # 0 and Cl0 = 0 
in.order to examine the convergence in the iterative process. 
NOWY - 1 ? = '6' n+l - n+l,r) n+l yn+l,r+l 
is the value of y 
r 
after the rth iteration. 
where Yn+l ,r n+l 
Applying the Mean Value Theorem this becomes 
1 
L 
and Yn+l ,r n+l where is between y 
this becomes with 8 f I M 
/b Y 
J 
For convergence of (D), 
1 1 
(E) IhC6MI <1 or h< I v I  or IC61 < h l M l  
(c) Propagated Error and Stability 
Since numerical integration routines are step by step processes, an initial 
error will change as additional step-calculations are effected. This error  
change results in some "propagated error!' 
Considering equation (A) and letting: 
(1) y denote the true value of y = f(x,y) 
(2) 0 denote the calculated solution, and 
(3) e = y - 8 denote the error,  we obtain 
? 
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where T is the truncation e r ror  and P is the round-off e r ror  
in the evaluation of f(x,y) . 
Subtracting (G) and (F) and applying the Mean Value Theorem 
we obtain 
\ 
'g'n-2 + c108n-3) + T  
where we have assumed that 
over the interval considered, and further that p n+l be negligible. 
= T anddf = p to be constant 
/d Y 
We may rewrite (H) as 
Thie is the difference equation for the propagated error .  The general 
solution of (9 can be shown to be dependent on the roots of the algebraic 
equation 
I 
- hpC9 m - hpClo = 0 
which we may call m m2, m3, m4 1' 
6n fact, if Y is a particular solution of (9, then 
is the general solution of (I), where Ai are constants to be determined 
from initial conditions. 
A s  h - 0, one of the roots ml- + 1. This is called the essential root. 
Remaining roots are erttraneous. (Required because 4th order difference 
equation is agjproximation to first order differential equation.) 
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If the solution tends to grow away from the true value(s) i n  the 
solution sequence, we speak of the quadrature formula employed 
as being unstable. 
Stability of the numerical method requires that the extraneous roots 
im2, m3, m ) have magnitudes less than unity so that  the corresponding 
components of the error in (K) will be negligible. 
4 
, 
By this criterion, Milne's methnd is mctable while the Adsrms-Moulton 
method is in general stable. However, the situation i s  complicated by 
the fact that the truncation e r ror  (Equation B) is larger for the more 
stable methods than for the less stable methods. 
For a complete discussion of stability, see: 
P. Henrici ,'Discrete Variable Methods in Ordinary Differential 
Equations ," John Wiley & Sons, New York. 
(d) General Method 
Putting n = 4 in (A) we obtain: 
1 1 1 1 1 
Expanding by a Taylor series about yo, truncating all terms after y (4) terms, 
and equating the coefficients of y , y' y" "' 
a linear algebraic system which has a solution 
0 
(4) respectively, we obtain 
0 0, 0, yo, yo 
C = -8 + 24 C6 - 24 Cl0 
1 
10 C = 9 - 2 4 C  + 2 4 C  2 6 
C 17/3 - 13 C6 + 9 Cl0 7 
8 6 
C =14/3 - 13 C + 1 9  Cl0 
1 0  
C = - 1 / 3  + C -5 C s 6 
Equation (A) with (M) define a family of predictor-corrector formulas. 
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I '  
Milne -- - _ ~  - _  .-* _. 
When C Z 0 we obtain corrector formulas, when C 
6 G 
predictor formulas. Milne's method was found to be best suited for 
the General Purpose Digital Program and pertinent values are pre- 
sented in Table A-1. 
0 \vc obtain 
224/720 * -8/720 ** 
TABLE A-1 
PREDICTOR - CORRECTOR EQUATIONS AND COEFFICIENTS 
CPl  CP2 CP3 CP4 CP5 CP6 CP7 
0.0 I 0.0 1.0 2.33333 -1.33333 I 0.0 - 
,- 
!9=CPly +CP2y +CP3yn *+h(CP4y1 +CP5y1 +CP6y'n-2+CP7y'n-3) 
n n-1 n n-1 - 
I I ya+l 
0. 1.0 0.33333 1.33333 0.33333 0.0 
* Corrector Formula 
** Predictor Formula 
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T H I S  PROCRAM COMPUTES SOLUTIOMS TO D I F F E R E N T I A L  CQIUTIO*S 
REPRESENTIME TWF M F L E C T I D Y  AND OENDIffi MIENT OF A M E S S I R E  
YAVE ON A S IMPLE - SINPLE Or A F I X E D  - FIIED SV_ryP_rEO F I N I T E  
SHELL * WBJECTED TO-%A* PRES-01 S I N E  
PULSE PRESSUSE Y I T H  OR YITMCUT DAMPINS- 
I N p V T  ----- 
W T T L  NUMBER OF T I T L E  CARDS 
-TTL T I T L E  C A U O I S I  
e m 0  1 - SIWPLF - SIMPLE CASE 
1 - CLAMPED - CLAMPED CASE 
TYPE 3 - RAWP PRESSURE 
4 - S I N F  P U S €  PRESSURE 
NMA I MAlIMUM N W E R  OF MARMWICS CONSIDERED 
I F  110 NMAZ I S  INPUT. P R O S U M  C W P U l E S  YI M - C N I T I C U  
NO T F S T I N S  F l R  CONV€RSE*CE OCCLIUS 
OEPFMOINS ON LAMBDA A N 0  BETA AND SETS W A X  E W U - T O  
TME WAX OF 2 N - C R I T I C A L  AN0 200 
Nu(INT NUMUR OF M I N T  POINTS PER W I T  T I *  INTERVAL 
*UcT BE LESS-TWN I'IR EWM-TO 75 
AUTM(AT1CALLV SET AT 50 
LA*9DA V E L W I T V  W PRESSVIE YAVE 
UETA WN-0IWENSIIMAL LOUXU OF PIPF 
M PHA BAMPING COEFFICIENT 
AUTO*ATICALLY SET AT 0.0 
17ERO I l 1 l T l A L  PDSlTlOW flN P I P E  
OELK P @ S l T l W  INCREMENT 
XF F I Y 4 L  P D S l T I i l N  
T F  F I N A I  TIME OR TOTAL TIME I T O T I W I  C ( N S I M R E 0  
TAUC LENGTW ff RAMP (LESS-TMAN 1-01 
FPS LfNGTH OF S I N E  P U S €  (LESS-THAN 1.01 
I E P S  A N D  TAUC ARE USED TO DETERMIIIF TIME INTERVALS1 
RFLERU R F L A T I V E  ERROR C R I ~ I O N  I E P S I  FIX INTECRATION 
AUTI)MATICALLV SET AT 1.OE-3 
F V L W T  I F  *(IF OUTPUT T H I N  U X I U M S  IS DESIRED 
CASENO F l Y A L  DATA CARD IF EACM CASE 
END F I N A L  DATA CARD OF ENTIRE R U I  
-____ INPUT FORMAT --I- 
C M  1 - 6 WIUD E I A C l L V  A S  U V E  e L E F T  AOJUSTEO 
ca 7 - IS INTEGER . noinbano.rvrr . nicm ADJUSTED 
COL 7 - 78, TTl  t T I T L E I S 1  ALPWAIHRIC 
CDL 16 - 30 VARIABLE s A L L  ELSE B U T  T T L ~ F U L ~ ~ C A S E N D ~ f N O  . €15.8 
CIYM*OWIABLOCKI YY l15.151 . L L I l S .  I51 9 I X I  1001 
COMMON1 BLUE I P 5 v I I Y l ? 5 l ~ P S u I M l 7 5 1  
DIMFNS ION ON0 131 .T IP I41 rAALPHl6 1. EKPKPl271.  
I F U P K M I  2 71. S W Y I  SO0 I * SWMt 5001 .TOLD1 5001 .TWLDI 500 I * L I  Sl l5OO 1. 
Z K A P l 5 0 0  I e INT I  91 .YMAX I50 1. T y U X l  50 I X Y U X l 5 0 1  ~ M 1 l 5 0 1 ~ T 1 1 ( A 1 ~ 5 0 1  t 
3 X * 1 1 A K l 5 D l ~ C O S K K l 2 7 l ~ S I N U l Z T l  
REAL I N T +  W A X  .L AM.XAP 















DATA AALPHI 11 I 0 . 9 1 2 7 9 7 4 0 0  I 
DATA AALPWI 21 I 0.9W222715 I 
DATA AALPHI 31 I O.+W966451 I 
DATA A A L P H I  41 I 0.W9998550 I 
DATA A M P H I  5)  I 0.999999937 I 
DATA AALPUI 61 I 0.999999997 I 
P I 2  = P I * * 2  
C A L L  D A A T l D A T E I ~ D A T E 2 1  
H I T E  16.151 P R f f i ~ O A T E I ~ D A T E Z  
P i X N T  2t 
U P M A  - 0.0 
RELER. - 0.0 
M I N T  - 0 
N D F - I  
XFV*TD=5 
GO TO 101 
100 Y U l T E  16.101 
CASENO - r 
c 
C CALL I N W T  e I M l T l U I Z E  CONSTANTS. 
c SET CDVlTFRS Am SYITCHES 
r 
101 CALL INPUT 
CASENO = CASENO + 1 
IF  lNZKIP.fO.9) CALL C R l l  
C A P 1  = 10 
EPS = RELERR 
I F  l€PS.€O.O.Ol EPS - 1.OF-3 
CALL S t L a K l W * . w . T I M I . W * )  
I F I U I I M T . E O . 0  I M I N T  = 50 
crr-n - 
DEL*- 1 . D I F L O A T l M I ( I N T l  
OLPTRU - M L P  
I F  11NT191.NE.0.01 KEY - I1 
MI - 0.5 I (LAM BETA1 
BOL * OETA I LAM 
B2L - 0.5 am 
UETAZ - B f T A I - 2  
DAMP = 0.0 
I F  fALPMA.NF.O.01 DAW = 1.0 U P H A  SORTlB2LI 
m 150 L - 1.930 
SUMMIL I  - c.0 
I F  IKEV.EO.PI 60 TO IBO 
ASSIGN 221 Tll I N T V A L  
f l I F  = I N T I I I  - r K P T R U  
IF  I f l I F - G T - @ - O I  A S S I G N  223 TO I N T V A L  
IF IABSIOIF~.LT.I.OF-~I ASSIGN zzn To IWTVAL 
CONST = I N T I Z I  
CDNSTZ * Cr)NST**2 
PC - P I  I CONST 
CP - CONST I P I  
I F  IBoVND.NF.3l GO TO 100 
W E  = 1.0 
nzxL = 2.0 I * noL 
BZXLC BZXL I CONST 
F1 = P I  CONST 
P U C E  - 82IL CP 
PULC - 2.0 B l X L  
Lo.* - 0 
LDPPV - 0 
185 yuI(*( = 0 
YDOWE - 0 
KILL  = 0 
M X C K  - 0 
M K E R  - 0 
m - 0  
MLERO = 0 
GO TO 253 
stmutLi = c.0 
150 C'lNTINUE 
ino  CONTINUE 
C 
C SAVE MAX N-RAR TIME P O I N T  
c 
1W M A X I  = MAICK + 1 
I F  IMAXCK.EO.I~ GO TO 2000 
KEFPER - KFFPFS + 10 
LnPV = LOPV - I 
TUCK T U M A X I L O P I I  - T Y I U X I L O P Y  + 11 
TMCK = TMMAXILDPYI - T M U X I L D P Y  + 1 1  
I F  l A B S l T Y C K l . L E ~ I - O E - 6 I  GO 10 1995 
Y(IAXlLOPY1 - UNAXILOPY + I t  
T U M A I I L O P V I  - T W A K I L D P V  + 11 
MMAXILOPYI = I I I A X I L O P Y  + 1 1  
T W A X I L O P V I  = T W A X I L O P Y  + 1 1  
2000 T I M A X  = T W A K I L D P V I  
PLUS = 0.0 
2001 On 2002 I - 2.9 
11 - I 
CK * 1 N T l I 1 1  + PLUS 
I F  1CK.GE.TIMAKI GO TO 2004 
I F  lCK.6E.TOTIMEl CALL G E T O F F I 6 l  
PLUS = PLUS 4.0 
t 3  T i l  ZOO1 
I F  1KEEPER.GE.IEWDI W K f R  - 0 
1995 I F  1 A B S I T I C K l . L E ~ I ~ ' Y E - 6 1  60 TO ZOO0 
2002 CONTINUE 
2004 MXLOP - I 1  + 2 * I F I X I P L U S I  - 1 
IF i*Cwt.NE.o i  M TO zoo 60 
__ 
__ - P u i m  t i  Q - umt I tco - . _ -  -#!%-- EX-W P P U T P  + EXPP 0 P A R T I  
_-. -_60 TO 464 
PARTI4 0-0 
EX - E x p m  
GO TO 464 
COSK - 0.0 
SIW = me 
Wf I -Wf 
4b4 GO TO 1 4 6 5 r 4 7 0 ~ 4 7 5 ~ 4 ( 1 0 I ~ T V P E  
465 CALL C E T W F I  1 I 
470 CALL G E T O F F I l l  
475 UANP = BZXLC / AKA2 
* s r - P m P  = 1.0 
462 E l  = 0.0 
A K 2  = 2.0 * AKA CONST 
IF 1ACTUAL.LE.CI U C 2  - AAC2 ALPH 
GO tn 245 
480 AKCP = AKA * CP 
F2 = AKA2 CONS12 
F U A C l  = F1 / ( P I 2  + F 2 I  
FUACZ F 1  I ( P I 2  - F Z I  
VVll.2l = t D M D I M A I W W l  
CDUNT = 0 
(cSfbP - 0 
CALL NIOEK IPRIIITI 
N T  T R I G 1  fAU6l 
IF  IIARG-WE-OI Gll TO 275 
IF IMESSV.NE.OI 61) TO 246 
* I - W - 1  
VYlN~ll-=~9VlWl.lI + ITF - I X X I l I  - X X I 4 6 I I l *  IVVlN+1l - V V 1 M 1 ~ 1 1  
1 I f X X l 4 6 1  
Zf1U.I) ZZlN1.ll + I T F  - I X X I l l  - K X l 4 6 l l l *  l L Z l Y . l l  - ZZlWl~1l 
245 VVl1.1l = T M O l H A R * M I l  
_ _  
_ _  
- 
: r I x x t i b i  
R6 TOLDIWARIIIRII = WlW.11 
T D O L O I M A U I ~ I  - ZZIW,LI 
TF r w W Y ; E O . O I  60 TO 240 
IFMAR - 00IMU*MI.lOl 
KEVCK I 2 
IF IIFMAU.kE.OI GO 10 240 
IKKEU - 11 
&d TO 250 
7F-mxw;m.RLmTo-nl Z4-r _ _  _ _ _ _  
.247 Lot = CmlSAV - 1 + START 
- T F I l F ~ . € O . O l  TFRAU = 10 _ _  
A R R A V I I F U A R I  = S I J W I L O C I  + U R A V I I F U A R I  / BETA 
KEYCU - 3 
IF I l F U A U ~ N E . l O l  GO TO 240 
CALL COWV 
KEEP t e r n  OF AC- wIllDIlrt tamem - - - 
- - - - - z W - a L r  *IslN[ffiouNoj 
KEECER = 0 
I F  ~80UNO.NE-II 60 TO 202 
IF IITUANS.WE.OI 60 Tfl 202 
00 ?@I J = 1.27 
* C O S K K I J I  = C O S C K A P ( 1 l I  
S r W K ( J 1  = S i k # K A . C l J I l  
E X P K P I J I  - E X P I K A P I J I I  
E K P W I J I  * 1.0 f E K P l t P l J l  
201 CDNTIWUE ..
io2 LOOPS = IFIXITOTIWF + 1.OE-61 
l W 1 T  - a 
I F  I I ITRANS + ' IFNDl .LE.NWKl  GO TO 2025 
IEND = * O D l N l l A K ~ l E N O l  8 --- I W I T  - 11  l . L E - N W K l  
PSUmnlII - 0.0 
IFIKEV.YE.OI GO TO 220 
a- Z l S C I F N l C W U E  
".. . 
GO TO 230 
1FIllAUSE.EO.OJ UmGE -8 
UCK = *ODIRU(GE.21 
MTrv-c IT 
220 UAN6E = (oDiLoCP.?II 
&-io  imvu. 1221.22~~2231 
211 If IRCR.EO.OI Mf TO 222 - .. . M L P  - l Y T l Z l  
-=TU 229 
222 0H.P - M P T P U  - INll2) 
223 IF l R U . E O . O l  Q) TO 225 
I-- a m zzw 
8-  ___I._ -- ~ - -- - 
1 -: 
- W 224 11 - 2 1 U I Y T  
D4.P IWTl2 )  - OLITlU FLOLTIIII 
fF IA1StI)LP).LT.l.OE-6l 60 TO 226 
I F  /bL?.LT.O.Ol GO TO 227 
C&L GETOFF141 
GO TO 229 
60 TO 229 
2 2 4  C D W T l M  
IS MLP - mc 
226 m c  - OLPTRU 
2 f?  mp - - m P  
220 OELP - m p T u u  YESSV - 0 - -. 
229 O W  = 1 
230 TTTT FLOAT I*. I I F I X I F L O A T I L O O P I -  
TZEUO - 1NT1UAWEl + T T l 7  
T F  - IWTlRAWG~+ll+TTTT .0.5l f0IVl I 
C . .  
C BEGIN L O W  FOR TMIS TlLlt INTERVAL. 
om ALL TME MARIWICS 
MAU*OI( - KfEP€U + 1 
KEVCK 1 
GO-TO 241 
- Z M  IFMAR * k o O l M A R N ~ . l O l  
i @  
23 B 
-_ 
IF l I F M A U ~ I 1 E ~ O l  GO TO 240 
mCUFR - 11 
11 
ALPM 1.0 
IF lACTUAL.LE.6l L L P M  = A A L P M I H A R O ~ I  
OMEGA2 - P H I  * ( B E T A 2  + A K A F * Z l  
UI 7 0  I400.430~4601. B O W 0  
410 CALL GETOFF111 
- 3 t S  %CA = OM / AKA 
M C  - 1.0 f (AKA * CONSTI 
Go TO 145 
. __ 
. . 
START -STAUT + COUNT 





- - - I N T l Z l -  TC 
60 TO 2600 
F)oo iYT411-0.0 
w 2910 I t 2.5 
2920 1NT111 = 1YTl1-11 +J.O 
ry) 2940 1 - 6.9 
i 312 I F  lCAP~.GE.XFI GO TO 320 L W P Y  f LOPPY + I 
CAPX = KO F L O A T I L O C P Y I  O f L X  
W I T F  16.491 
00 315 J - I .STSAV 
S W Y I J I  0.3 
Sucl*IJl = fl.0 
!F ( IBNO.EP.T!  ONE 1.0 
CALL SCLOCKI W M . D v I ~ T I M I . W M l  
60 T O  185 
315 CONl IWUf  
C 
C SEARCH FOR SLRFACE MAX Y A M 0  MAX Y 
. . . . . . . 
. ... - 
. .  
-. ~ . .  
.. _. 
80 M T A  - V k L E I l I  
60 TO 25 
60 TO 25 
60 TO 25 
100 L U  - VAaBLEllt 
110 XLERO - V A R M € I I l  
120 TZFRO I V M m E l I l  
60 TO 25 
130 O E L X - V A R B L E l l l  
140 M L T - V A R B L E I  1) 
, XF - V A R 8 L E ( l l  
' TF = V A R R L E ( I I  . 
GO Tn 25 
60 TO 25 
GO TO 25 
69 l n  25 
I50
160
1 1 0  







TAUC = V A R O L E I I I  
GO TO 25 
OPS. V A n B L E l 1 1  
GO Tr) 25 
R E L E R R = V A ~ O L E I 1 l  . 
M A X  - INTIX 
NCR = M A X  
Y S U I P  = I 1  
cn Tn 2s 
U P Y 4  - v u  
GO TO 75 
INT I  91-4.0 








C H A R W N I C  CnMTROLLINC SUIHIOUTINE 







C ’ w * o C I / W L l l F  I NCR.NMAK 
C M I M O N I S I R F  l l F Y n . I T R A N S ~ U * r * ~ L 1 S T r K A P  
CO*W3N f F I K I Y G /  JCHFCK 
1WTEWR loVU0 
D 4 1 A  I C A L L I O I  
I F  IMOI(.NE.9I GO TO .it? 
IF I ICALL .W.OI  60 TQ 3 i  
I C A L L  - 11 
1Hln - I W  
X H E C K  - 0 
I F  IWR.LE.SOl I F N O  * 5C 
1’ lMCR.*O.WAXl I E W J  - YMAK 
WM( * 11 
I C A L L  * 0 
ITRANS * 0 
C U L  F l X l f I M I I ( D 1  
C 4 L L  K A P C A I W W V J I  
R F T U N  
20 I T R W S  - 0 
NCK * NCe 
C U I .  F l K l T l O W l  
C U L  K A P C A I M M O I  
R E T W Y  
YF I(CR.GT.IENOI rn TO 20 
30 I T R A W S  * ITRAW + I E Y D  
NCK - MCK - iE*n 
IF IWCK.LC.IENOI ra TO w 
C A L L  F I K I T l o ( M ( D )  
C U L  K A P C A I B O W O I  
RFTIJRY 
40 ICALL * 0 
IIVlm = I1 
C U L  F I K Y l l W V Y O I  
C A L L  KAPPAIOOU*OI 
RETURM 




SO ITRAWS - I T R A W  + I E r O  
C U L  BF61N 
CALL METccnD 
K K l 4 I l  * X X I I I  
KKl1+49l * WIN.11 
no 300 I - I ,  NOE 
300 KKl1+69I - 2LIN.Il 
C U L  OUTPUT 
1Jo CALL -UT 
CALL W INT 
IF  I K K  .EO. I1 C A L L  9UTPUT 
IF I T l M E  .GT. T F T E S T I  RETURN 
I F  I K E M K  .fO.Ol GO TO 100 
I F  IKEYPC .EO. 01 60 TO 99 
KKI46l - 111471 
X X l 4 7 1  * I X l 6 l  
fin Tn ion 
290 CALL Y l O M  
99 C U L - P i i n  
IF IKK.EO.11 CALL JUTPIIT 
I F  I T Y M E  .GT. T F T E S T I  RETURN 
6n in zoo 
E M l  
S I B F T C  B61N. ylLIST.WOOECK 
SMRflUlINf 9 E O I N  
CoIwo*  I AMOCK # fVl15.151. 11115.15)r NKllOFI 
. E O U I V U R K E  l K K l 1 l ~ T I M E l .  IXXIZI.TFI. lXKl5l.TOl. lKKl6l.Hlv 
1 l X K l 7 l  . W I l N l  I XKI 101 .TF TEST). I X I 1  11 I .TS4VEl  I X X I  121 rOT(P(1Wr 
2 I X K I Z I  l.Nl. I X X I Z Z I  .KWTRKl. l X K 1 2 6 l . K l  
EDUIVMENCL lXKlI3lrPWTEPSl~lKXl14lr~lEPSl~lK1ll5lrKEIECSl 
WTECS * 0.9 X X l 3 l  
OOTECS - 1.1 X X l 3 1  
WIN - 0.000001 K K l 4 l  
I F  I W I l N  A T .  0.000001l W I N  * 0.000001 
KWRK - 0 
X X I I I  - 0.2 
- .  SF I W I N  .OT.O.OOl * X l k l l  GO TO 10 
IO C O N T I W E  
X K I 4 2 1  = X K l 4 Q I  
X K l 4 3 l  - 0.0 
KT1311 - 0.0 
X K I 3 2 l  * 0.0 
X X l 3 3 l  I 1.D 
X X ( 3 4 l  = R . 0  I 3.0 
IKl351 * -4.9 I 3.0 
K X l 3 6 1  - 8.0 I 3 . 0  
XI1371 * (1.0 
RFTIIRN 
END 
S I l l F T C  RNKT. NOL13T.NOMCU 
SMSMJTIWF R W I l I T  
C M M Y  I AILOCK I V V l 1 5 . 1 S l .  LZl15~151. KKI1001 
E W I W U E N C E  l K K l l l t T I ~ 1 1 1 1 K ‘ 1 1 6 1 ~ H l ~ l K K 1 1 1 1 ~ T S A V E l  
E P U l V U E * C E  I K K I M I . N O E I .  l X X l Z 1 1 . Y l .  (KKIZZItUNTRKl~ I K X l 2 3 l . K F V R  
D l H E Y S l O N  O V l 1 5 1  
I F  lY.LT.101 GO TO IO 
M) 11 I * 1.WE 
Do 11 yo1 - 1.4 
V Y I w 1 T . I I  WlNOT+6.Il  
11 LLIWOT.Il * Z L I N O T + I . I l  
u - 4  
10 KNTQK - NNTRK + 1 
K E I R K  - 0 
NSAVE - 
IF IKMTRK .EO. 31 KFVRK-1 
DO 12 I=l.YOE 
Wl12.11 W l M t l l  
12 LZIlZ.Il * ZLlW.Il 
HO2 W f 2. 
9 6  - $4 ! L. 
TlMF * TSAVE + M)2 
W 13 Y=l.U)E 
N - 13 
C U I .  OERIV 
W 14 I I . W E  
N - 14 
C U L  OERIV 
T I M E  - TSAVE + H 
00 I5 I-l.Y)E 
N * 15 
C Y L  DERIV  
DO 16 Y-l.Y)E 
N - m 4 V E  0 I 
1K I 
13 VVll3.11 * V V l l Z . Y l  + 2LIlZ.Il *-no2 
14 VVl14.Il * Wl12.1l + ZZl13rIl b HO2 
IS V V l 1 5 . 1 l  - VVl12.11  + ZLl14.11 H 
16 Will MO6 lL2l12.Il + 2- LLlI3.Il + Z.bZZI14.Il + ZZl15.1ll 
m 17 I-~+M 





IF IKFVECS .Eo. 01 ra TO 20 
I F  i n  .Eo. W * W  w TO YOO 
KEVPC 1 
RETURN 
.. KKI461 - X X 4 4 7 1  
X X l 4 l l  = H 
I F  I T I U E  - PRPTI 10170.39 
10 RETURN 
20 w 40 1 = 1.W' 
. Em. 
... . 
. -  
~ 
- - . . .- . . . 
. .  . . - . - . -. 
- - - . . . . . 
. . _. - . 
Report No. 2286-950002 (Vole n) 
c;p m 6000 
112 A I -PHI 8 S I W I A R A  I 12.0 - I l l  
60 TO 4000 
_. GO TO 4000 
5 TO 4000 
iiT A - P n I  * SIYIAKA 8 IT - 2 . 0 1 1  
Iii4 A = -PHI 8 S I N I A K A  8 i4.0 - T i l  
120 R E T U N  
130 W TO 1131.132.133~134~135~13611_37~13Bl.GOT03 
131 A = BLA I I T  I CONST - AKC S I N I A K A  T I 1  
. - _ _  I F  l L W P . E Q . 1 1  GO TO <OOO _ -  - 
GO TO 139 
GO TO 4000 
. 132 A = RLA * 1 1 . 0  - AKC * I S I N I A K A  * T I  - S I N I A K A  IT - C O N S T I I I I  
133 A * B L A  * 1 1 . 0  + ARC 8 ISrNJAKA-8 I T  - C O ( S 1 I l  + S I N I A R A  1 2 . 0  - 
1 AAC21 
GO m 4000 
337 ARGl = AKA I T  - 2.0 - CONSTI 
I 
GO TO 149 
142 A = PULSE * ( S I N l 4 i ( A  * r l  + S I N I A U A  L IT - CONS1111 
143 A I PULSF * ISINIAUA IT - t O N S T f 1  - S I N I A K A  12.0 - 1 1 1 1  
I44 A = -PULSE * lSINl3YA * 12.0 - T + CONS111 + SINIAUA 17.0 - T l l l  
145 A = PULSF ISfNlAKA * I T  - 2.01) - S I N I A K A  12.0 - f + CONSTIII 
I46 A * PULSf I~11114KA I T  - 2.311 + SINIAXA I T  - 2.0 - CONSTIIl 
147 A = PllLSF * IZIYIAKA * I T  - 2.0 - CONCTll - SINIAUA 14.0 - 1111 
149 A = -PIJLSE I S 1 Y l A < 3  * 1 4 . 3  - T I 1  + SINIAUA 14.0 - T + COWSTI11 
cn Tn Lnon 
GO T r l  4300 
i n  4-100 
~ r l  i n  LOOO 
~n TO 
co 1-7 4c30 
GO T!l 4 @ 0 C  
6‘1 T’l 400C 
140 4 = -~IJLSF * SIVIAKA i4.n - T + cwsiii + L 
151 A - -RPL I T  C O S I P C  * T I  - CP SlNlPC T I 1  150 Gn T? l 1 5 1 ~ 1 5 2 ~ 1 ~ 3 ~ 1 5 4 ~ 1 5 5 ~ 1 5 6 ~ 1 5 7 ~ 1 5 ~ 1 ~ G 0 ~ 0 ~  
I C  lLOOP.FO-I1 50 Trl 4000 
GO TO 159 
A = -97L * If  COSIPC T I  +,ARG COSIK * ARGII 
GQ TO 4000 
ARG2 = 2.0 - T 
A = -8ZL IARGl * COSIPC ARGII - A162 COSIPC 196211 
A X ;  5 i.C - i 
AQGZ = ARGI + C W S T  
A = RZL * lARG2 * COSIPC * ARG21 + A R G I  * COSIPT ARGIII 
GO TO 4000 
A562 - T - 2.0 
A = R2L * IARGI * C’JSIPC ARG11 - ARGZ * CQSIPC 496211 
1 5 2  AUG = T - CFYST 
153 ARC1 = T - CONST 
GO i n  4000 
.r 
155 ARGl 2.C - T + CONST 
63 i n  4000 
156 A R G l  = 1 - 2.0 
AQG2 = ARGl - CDYST 
4 = -52L * l A P G 1  * S r l S l P C  * 4 W I I  + ARG2 COSIPC 1116211 
VI i n  coo0 
157 AQG1 = 1 - 2.0 - COYST 
ARGZ = 4.0 - T 
4 = -P2L * IARGI * COSIPC * ARGII - ARGZ COSIPC LSGZll 
~n Tn +DOC 
158 AR61 = 4.0 - 1 
ARGZ = A R G 1  + CIYST 
A - 32L * I L W l  * C1SlPC * LQGIl + A162 COSIPC 4RG211 
GO Vl 4000 
159 4RG = 4.0 - T t COWST 
A r R2L AUG * COSIPC AQGl + A 
GO TO 4000 
RFTURN 
ENI) 
4000 A I =  A 
M G 2  = A U  I2 0 - TI 
IF 1U.PW.EO.l~O~ GO TO 3333 
ElIPlP = EXPIARGII . .  
EXfZP = EXPIARG21 
EXP2M = 1.0 I EXP2P 
A = RARP * 12.0 E l  - PARTP IQIPI!! + EXPZWl - PART8 IEXPIP + 
?€XPZP? 2-0 * COSK - tCSt4RG11 - COSIARGZ; - ALPH 12.0 * SI= - 
2SIW(&RG1l - SlWl4RGZll + A4CZI  __. - 
60 TO 4000 
3335 CALL TESTlARG1.HIP1.ARG2.n*PZ) 
M P  1 2.0 EX - HIPI - HVPZ 
A = RAMP IHW + 2-0  ICOSK - S l M U l  - t O S I A R 6 1 1  + STMlA*Cll - 
GO TO 4000 
334 ARG1 = AUA L 12.0 - T + CONSTI 
AUGZ = AKA 12.0 - TI 
TF IALPH.EO.I.01 GO TO 3345 
EXPIP = EX*lARGll 
EXPIM = 1.0 I EXPIP 
I COSl4RGZ1 + SIWlARG21 + LAC21 
ErpzP = FXPIARGZI 
E m *  = 1.0 I E w z P  
A = ULRP * IPARTP IEXPIW - EKPZRl + PART* * IEXPIP - EXPZP 1 + 
GO TO 4000 
HVP = H W I  - W P 2  
A = RAHP I M P  + COSIARGII - SINlARGIl - COSIARGZl SIMIARGZI + 
60 TO 4000 
ARGZ = AKA IT - 2-01 
IF 1ALPH.EO.I~Ol GO TO 3355 
ICOS141161) - C F S < L p G Z I  - 4LDY I S I Y I A R G I !  - SIY!AQSZ3l t AKZ! 
3345 CALL TE STI  ARG I .HIPl.LUGZ.HVP21 
1 AACZI 
335 ASGl  = AKA t 12.0 - 1 + COWSTI 
t W i P  = E x P t r i t G i i  
EKPIM = 1.0 I E r P w  
EXPZP = EXPIARGZI 
FXPZN = 1.0 I EXP2P 
A = a d w  * IPARTP IEXPIY - Fxpzii + PAIITM * IEXPIP - FXPZP I 
GO i n  4000 
ICOSIARGII - COSlARG21 - ALPH ISINIARGII - S1MIA~GZII - LAC2 
2 - 4.P ALPH 4RG21 
3355 CALL TESTlARGl~HVPl~ARG2~HVPZl 
HIP = HIP1 - M P Z  
A = RAMP IHVP + COSIARGII - SINIARGII - COSIARG21 + SINIARGZI - 
1 AACZ - 4.0 A11621 
GO TO 4000 
336 ARGI = AKA * I T  - 2.01 
ARGZ - AKA I T  - 2.0 - CflNSTl 
EKPlP = EXPIARGII 
EXPZP = EXPIARGZl 
EKPZM = 1.0 I EXPZP 
A = -RAMP IPARTP IEXPIM - EXPZ*l + PART* IEXCl? - EXPZP I + 
GO TO 4000 
HIP = H W I  - M P Z  
A -RARP I M P  + COSIARGII - SINIARGII - COSIARGZI + S I M I L I 6 2 1  + 
IF iaLpu.Eo.i.oi GO Tn 3365 
c w i w  = 1.0 I ErPw 
ItOSIARG1I - COSIARG21 - ALPH ISINIARGII - S1MlAR6ZIl + AACZl 
3365 CALL TFSTI AR6I.MPI .ARGZ.HIPZ I 
- - . . - . _ _  
SIfWTC A2 LISTdlFF.OECU 
C 
C DUIVES EVAULATIW 
C 
FUNCTION A Z I T I * F l  
C 
C 
CDM*OU/ REO I UDHA.BETL. LAW,U4R#1*.8Q~O,TVPE.RAMGE.COU~ .*U(IHAR 
1. W‘4I UT, CONST. PHI 
C 
COUMWI4ASUR IA4C2 AC v ALA t LUC . AKC Pv LRNON. BL LrR2L .CP.FRAC ltFRAC2t 

















IYTEGER H A R W f l Y ~ R A ~ G E . T V P E ~ G O T O 2 , G ~ O ~  
T = AM00 lTIMF.4.01 
I F  llT.E0.@.01.ANO.lLOI)P.NE.I11 T = 4.0 
GOTrl2 = T W E  
G I l l t l 3  = RAYGF 
CONTTWE 
Go 10 4000 
CONTINUE 
Grl TO 4000 
GO TO l3311332.333.334.3351336.337.3381 tGOT03 
AQG = AUA T 
IF IALPH-FO-1-01 GO TO 3312 
FXPlP = EXPI41161 
EXPI* = 1.0 I FKPIP 
A = Q4MP IEKPIP * PART* + EKP1‘4 * PARTP + COSIARGI - 2.0 - ALPH 
IF ILOOP~FO~11 GO TO 4003 
GO TO 339 
I F  IARG.GT.SB.02Sl  GO TO 3316 
FXPIM = EXPI-ARGl 
A = R4UP * IEXPIW + COSILRGI - S I N I A R G l  - 2.0 + AACZ T I CONSTI 
Gn 70 I ~ I ~ . ~ z o . ~ ~ o . ~ ~ ~ I . ~ o T D z  
I * S I N I A R G I  + AACZ T I CWSTl 
IF lLOllP.EO.Il GO TO 4000 
cn Tn 139  _-  . _ _  
3316 EXPIM = 0.0 
GO TO 3314 
332 AUGI = AKA T 
AQGZ =“AKA I T  - CTWSTl 
IF lALPH.EO.I.OI GO TO 3325 
EXPIP .: EXPlARGIl 
EXPlR = 1.0 I EXPIP 
EXPZP r EXPlAR621 
A = RARP * (PARW * IEXPIM - EXPZMI + PARTM IEXPIC - EXP2C I + E r P m  = 1.0.1 EXPZP 
ICOSIAUGII - C0SlARGZ1 - ALPH * ISINI4RG11 - S1NIARGZII + AACZI 
GO TO 4000 
HIP 5 W P l  - HIP2 
A = RAWP (WVP + COSIAR1.II - SINlA*G1l - COSIARGZI + SIMIA(KZ1 + 
3325 CALL TFST lAS6~.HW1tARGZ.~ICZl 
€IC?.* = 1.0 I EXPP 
A = RARP 1-2.0 EK + PARTP * IEKPIN + EXPZWI + P A M #  IEXPlP 
1 EXP2Pl + COSlARGIl + COSIARGZI - 2.0 COSU - ALPH IS1MlM611 + 
2 SlNlAR62l - 2.0 S 1 M 1  - AACZl 
GO TO 4000 
HIP = -2 .0 * FX + HVP1 + HIP2 
L RAMP IHVP + COSIARGII - SINIARGII + CMlARG2l - SINlA~C21 - 
GO TO 4000 
ARG2 - AUA 14.0 - TI 
IF lUPW.EO.I.01 W T U  33115 
EXPIP = EXPIARGII 
EXP2P = EXPlAR621 
EXP2R E 1.0 I FXPZP 
3375 CALL TESTlIRGI.HIP1.ARGZ.MVPZl 
1 2.0 * ICOSK - SINUl - AACZl 
338 ARGI AKA * 14.0 - T + CONSTI 
Ewi* = 1.0 I EXPIP 
A = -RAMP IPARTP IEXPIM - ErPzwi + PARTI iExpip - EXPZP 1 + 
ICOSlARG11 - COSlARG21 - ALPH IS1NlARG11 - SIMlARG211 + AACtI 
GO TO 4000 
HVP = HIP1 - HVPZ 
A = -RA*P I M P  + COSIARGII - SIWlARG11 - COSIARGZI + SIMIAR62l + 
W TO 4000 
IF IALPH-EO-1-01 60 TO 3392 
EXQIP = EXPIARGI 
EXPIN = 1.0 I EXPIP 
A = -RAMP IEXPIR * PARTP-+ EXPIP P A R T M  + COSIARGI - 2.0 - ALPH 
3385 CALL TES~lARG1~HVPI~ARGZ~HVPZl 
I AAC21 
339 AS6 = AUA * 14.0 - T + CONS71 
1 S i N l A R G l  + A A C Z I  + A 
GO i n  5000 
3392 IF IARG.GT.~8.O2111 GO TO 33% 
3394 A -RANP * I E X P I M  + COSCARGi - SINIARGI - 2.0 + AACZl + A EXPIM = EXPI-AIIGI 
GO i n  4noo 
3396 EXPIN = 0;0 
GO TO 33% 
340 IF I A R S Z A K A  - PCl.GT.l.OE-61 60 Tfl  350 
341 ARG = PC 8 T 
w TO t 3 4 1 . 3 4 ~ .  343,344,365,346. w 7 . 3 + e i  cGoTm 
COSN = COSIARGI 
51” = StNIARGI 
W16 PXP1M - 0.0 . . - - ___ 
60 TO 3414 n) 





__ 4 342 AQ61 * PC 7 
ARC2 - PC * I T  - CONSTI 
IF (ALPH-EO-1 -01  GO TO 3425 _ _  . 
E X P l P  I EXPt4RG11 
E X P I N  I 1.0 I E X P l P  
FXPZP I E X P I A R G Z I  
EXPZN - 1.0 I EXPZP 
A PULCE * I P I R T P  I E X P l M  + E X P N ( I  + PART* t € K P i P  + ? R Z p (  - 
IA!Sl SlNlAR61l + ARSZ SlN(ARS21  --ALPM 14161 C O S I A R 6 1 l  + 
a R G Z  C l 3 S l A R 6 2 l 1 1  
.. 
60 TO 4000 
HII I WW1 - HYPZ 
4 I P U C E  CMc - 411161 l S 1 N I M 6 1 l  + C O S l A R 6 1 l l  + 11162 I 
. 1 S l N l A R G 2 l  - C O S I A R G Z I I I  
60 TO 4000 
343 AR61 I W I T  - 1-01 
COS2 * 2.0 C O S I A R G I I  
PCOSZ - PC cos2 
A162 PC I T  - CDUSTI 
ARG1 I PC 12.0 - T I  - -  
I F  1ALPH-ED.I.Ol 60 TO S 3 5  
E X P I P  * E X P l A R 6 Z l  
E X P I N  = 1.0 I E N P I P  
EXPZP = EXPIARC31  
EXPZN - I.@ I EXPZP 
A * p u L C E  (COS2 EX + PARTP_* IXXYlN  - E B Z I I  + P A R T I  I E X P l P  
3425 C U L  TEST1 4R GI .H IP I .  ARGZ. H I P 2  I 
I - EXPZPI  - P C M Z  * SINK - A1162 SINI4ffiZI + AIS3 S I W l U G 3 1  
2- MM IPCOSZ C O S  + A 6 2  COSiARSZI  - ARQ C O S 1 1 1 6 3 l l l  
60 Tfl 4000 
HII * nwz - M c 3  3435 CALL TESTlARCt.HIC2.A163~HVP3l 
. A - W L C E  ICOSZ EX + H I P  - P C D S F  ISINK + C m  I - A R Q  
1 * lS1MlAR6Zl + C D S I A R G Z I I  + 4RG3 ISINlAR63l 4 cDSlAR63lIl 
60 TO 4000 
4RGZ PC * 12.0 - T I  
I F  1 A L P H ~ H ) ~ I . O l  GO TO 3445 
E X P l P  - E X P I A R G I I  
E K P l M  1.0 I E X P l P  
EXPZP - EXP1ARGZ1 
EXPZN I 1.0 I EXP2P 
344 A n G I  - PC 12.0 - T + CONSTI 
A I -PULCE IPARTP I E X P I M  + E & P Z I I  + PARTM I E B I P  4 EXCZPI  - 
14161 SIWlARGll - ARGZ S1NIARGtl - A L M  (A151 C O S I A R S I I  + 
ZARGZ c n s ( ~ * ~ z i i  I 
GO TO4000 
345 AR61 PC * I T  - 2-01 
cos. * C D S I 4 R 6 I l  
4RGZ PC 12.0 - T CONSTI- 
I F  lALPH.EO.1.Ol to TO 3455 
E X P I P  - E X P l A R 6 Z l  
E X P I N  = 1.0 I E X P I P  
EXPZP - E X P I A R S l l  
EXPZM I I.@ I E R Z P  
A -PULCE 12.0 COS* i ?ARfP  I E f P I R  - E X P 2 I I  + PART# I E X P I  
I C  - F I P Z C I  - MW SIWIAR621- +- 4161 .* SlNl4R61l - U W  (U62 
Z COSIAREZI  - ARC1 C M M I I  
- E - .  - ~ . - _ _  
GO TO 4000 
H I P  - H W Z  - H I P 1  
A * -PULCE * 12.0 COSN + H I P  - ARGZ ISINIARGZI + C O S I A R G Z I I  + 
GD 70 4300 
1 1 6 2  = W I T  -2.0 - C W S T I  
I F  1ALPH.EO.I.Ol GO TO 3465 . 
E X P l P  = E X P l A R G l l  
E X P l M  = 1.0 I E D l P  
EXPZP - E X P l A R G 2 l  
E X P I N  - 1.0 I EXPZP 
4 P U C E  iPARTP I E X P I M  + EXPZMI + PARTM I E R P I P  + E X W P l  - 
1 M G 1  SIYIARCII - ARGZ * SlNlARGZl - ALCH (A161 COS1AR61 l  + 
ZAR62 C O S I A R C Z I I  I 
3455 CALL T F S T l I R G Z . H I P Z ~ A R G l r H W 1 l  
1 ARG1 lSINlAPG11 + COSMI I  
346 ARGl - PC I T  - 2.01 
60 TO 4000 
H I P  I HIP1 H I P 7  
3465 CALL TE S T I  ARC I .HIP 1 ARGZ. H I P 2  I 
I 
I 
A = pULCE-* ( H I P - -  11161 l S I N t 4 R G l l  + C O S l 4 R G 1 l l  - Affiz  I 
M TO 4000 
COS2 - 2.0 C O S I A R G I I  
1 S I W I A R G Z I  + C D S l A R 6 Z l l 1  




Pcosz * PC c o s 2  
AQGZ PC I T  - 2.0 - CONSTI 
4-63 * PC 14.0 - T I  
IF 1ALPW-EO.I.OI 60 10 3415 
E X P l P  = E X P l A f f i Z l  
E X P l N  I 1.0 I E X P I P  
EXPZP - E X P I A R G 3 I  
EXPZM - 1.0 I FXPZP 
A PULCE I C 0 5 2  EX + PARTP I E X C I M  - EXPZNI  + P A R T 1  * (EXPIP 
1 - FXPZPI  - P W S Z  S INK - ARGZ S I N I A R G Z I  + 4163 * SlN1ARG31 - 
ZALPH IPCDSZ COSK + ARGZ COSIARGZI  - Am3 * C ~ l A R G 3 3 ) I l  
GO TO 4000 
H I P  * H I P 2  - M P 3  
A PULCE * (COS2 E X  + HIP.: PClJSZ* ISINK 4 COSK I - ARQ 
GO TO 4000 
AR62 * PC 14-0 - T I  
I F  1ALPH.EO.I~OI GO TO 3465 
F X P I P  = E X P I A R G I I  
EXPIM - 1.0 I E R I P  
EXPZP * EXPIARGZI  
EXPZM - 1.0 I FXP2P 
3475 CALL T E S T l A R G 2 ~ H I P 2 ~ A R G 3 ~ H V P 3 l  
1 ISINIARGPI. C O S I A R G Z I I  + A063 * lSINIARG31 + C O S ( 4 R 6 3 ) ) l  
348 ARGI - PC 14.0 - T + CON%Tl 
A -PULCE IPARTP I E X P I N  + EXPZNI  + PART* 1 I E X P I P  + EKP2P l  - 
l A R G 1  SlNlAUG1l - ARGZ S1WIARGZl - ALPH lARG1 COS(AR611 + 
ZAr&Z_ C O S C A R W I I  I 
60 TO 4000 
H I P  I H I P 1  H I W  
. - _  
34-85 CALL T E S T l 4 R G 1 . H W l i M 6 2 . M V P Z ~  
- A - + u C €  In*. : M G 1 ~ * - _ ( ~ I Y _ I A R 6 1 1  + C O S l A R G l I l  - 41162 I 
I SIM14RSZI + C O S l A R C 2 l l l  
. .- 
. . . 
0 I C s  C O S I M G Z I  + 
E X P I P  = E X P I A R G I I  . - - - - - . 
E X P I N  - 1.0 f E K P l P  
EXPZP - € X P l A R G Z l  
EXPZN - 1.0 I EXPZP 
. .-A ' 5 - C  I F R A C I  (PART? I E R I N  EXPZRI  + P A M N  I E I C I C  + 
I E X P Z P I I  - FRACZ l C O S l A S G 1 l  + t ( l z l A 1 6 Z l  - A L M  0 fSl~lAR6ll + 
ZsIWlU6zl1l1 
60 TO 4000 
HVP * H I P 1  + H I P 2  
3225 CALL TEST1 ARC1 r W I P 1  .ARGZ.FIPZl 
A - P@C * I F R A C i  W P  - 
M, TO 4000 
M62 = AKA I T  - COYSTI '  
1 ARGZI - SINIARGZIII 
353 ARC1 = PC I T  - 1.01 
.COS2 * 2.0 COSlARGl!  
SlWI4ffi1l + COS I 
355 
.-  M i n  *ooo 
C(lSZ - 2.0 * IFDSl .Y l lJ - .  - 
IF iaLm.to.i.oi 50 m 3s55 
A R G 1  = PC t T  - - L O 1  
A162 * AKA 12.0 - T + CQ(S l l  
AR63 AKA * I T  --2-O). - . 
E X P I P  - E X P I A R C Z I  




- EXPZP - EXPlARG3J - _ _  
EXPZN * 1.0 I EIPJ!? 
A - W L C  IFRKII 12OS2 + C A R T r + _ I g B l M  - E X P M I  4 P M T N  I 
lEXP1P - E X P Z P I I  - F R M Z  (COS2 + C M I M S Z I  - CUSlAR631  - U W  
2 l S 1 W I 4 R G Z l  - SINLcI6)llll - 
3555 CALL T E S T I A R 5 2 , Y r P ~ S ~ . ~ P I _ r ) l  __ GO TO 4000 
W P  - WIPZ - WP3 
356 A961 - AKA I T  - 2.01 
4962 AUA I T  - 2.0 - C a c l S ~ l .  . - 
I F  lALPW.EO.1.0l M TO 3565 
E X P I N  I 1.0 I E B I P  
EXPZP = E X P I A R S Z I  - - 
EXP2N = 1.0 I EXPZP 
E X P l P  = f K P l A R G 1 l  - .  
. A = M C  * (FRACI  IPARTP IEXPLM +.EXPZNl + P A R T I  * I E X P I P  + 
I E X P Z P I )  - FRACZ * t C O S l ~ R ~ l ~ ~ C O S l A Q 6 Z ~  - 4LW lS1NlARG1l + 
- 2SlHtAR62~~Il - .. w TO *ooQ 
W P  = HWl + m r z  
A * P U C  I F W I  H W  - _ F R A C ~ - * - I C O S I A R 6 l I  - SINIAR611 + COS( 
3565 CALL TESl lAR61~WWl~~6_2_1WI_CZL -
1 a n 6 2 1  - 21(1IAR62l11 
-_ E X p l P  - I 
E X P I N  - 1.0 ? I 
_.. . 
.~ 
L * CUE 8 l F O # l *  IC P4RTP * ( E X P I N  - E X P I N )  t ?AMI * SIIIFTC KAP4 LYSTJtEF 
1 t F X P l P  - EXPZPJJ - FRAC2 * 4COSZ COSK + COSlARG28 - C O S l M G 3 I  - C 
2 ALPW * ICOSZ SlNK + S I N l A R G 2 )  - SIN<ARG3$111  SWIOWINE KAPP44SWU))  
GO TO moo C 
3575 CALI. TFSTlAUGZrHYP2~ARG3~HIP3f C 
M P  H I P 2  - wT13 C E I B E W A L U E  E V U U L T I R N  
4 I a t  8 lFI4Cl * ICOSZ * EX + H I P 1  - FR4tZ * lCOS2 8 IC=% - C 
1 SINK) + COS1AR621 - SlN4AUG21 - COSfARG3i + SINfARG3))1 t 
SD T n  MOO CONYOWISIRE I l W D ~ I T R 4 N S t W V ( O I ~ L I S T ~ K 4 P  - 
351) ARC1 - AKA * 14.0 - T + CONSTI-  C 
ARC2 I AU4 * 14.0 - T) C 
?F l M . P H ~ E P ~ I ~ O I  GO TO 3 5 0 5  DIMENSION K 4 P I 5 W I . X K A P l 5 O O ~ ~ L I ~ I 5 W ~  
E K P l P  9 E X P I M G 1 )  t 
EWIM - 1.0 I E X P I P  REAL K4P.KKAP 
€XP2M 1.0 I EXP2P INTEGER 1)R1((D. W T O I  
E R Z P  EKPIARGZL t 
4 = -PULC 8 I F R A C l  * I P I R T P  8 ( E X P I M  + EXPZN) + PARTM * 4 E X P I P  + t 
I f X P Z I I t  - FRIC2 8 4COSIARGl) + COSILRGZI  - ALPH 8 ISINIAR611 + C 
cn m Lnnn C 
2s IN4 A S 2 3  1) I DATA P113 . I415926 /  -- . I . _- 
3585 CALL T E S T I ~ R S ~ + H Y P I I A R ~ Z ~ M V P Z ~  _ _  
HW * H W l  + w 2  
A = -PULt t I F I A C I  * H I P  - F R K Z  ICDS4ARGl) - SIN14RG1J + COS4 
1 ARGZI - S I N # M G 2 1 ) 1  
w T n  4000 
COSN f C O S I U t l t  -_ 
SYNP = AKCI t S ~ W I A ~ ~ I I  
ARC2 AKA 14.0 - 1 + CqtSTt. 
I F  IALCW-EO-1-01  60 TO 3 S 9 2  
E X P I ?  EICIAICZI 
E X P I N  = 1.0 I EXPlC 
A = -PULE t I F U C I  * ICOSN + €XPI (c  t PARTP + E X P I ?  8 PARTN - UW 
%IUD# - F Q A C 2  !tngN + tngfC-21 - q r w  I f l N D  .+ 5 l N l A R . F 2 S ~ l )  
3 5 9  ARC1 f PC Ik(f - 1) 
2 t A  
60 TO 4000 
€!WIN - EXPt-ARB21 
4 - P U C  8 IFRACl * 4CS + E X P I M I  - FRAC2 * 4CS + COSIARG2) - 
60 T n  4000 
3 5 9 2  I F  l A R G 2 . G T ~ O I ~ O 2 0 1  GO TO 3 5 9 6  
35- cs = cow - SYU? 
1 SINlARG2)Jl t A 
3596 E X P l M  - 0.0 
4000 4 2  = A 
RETURN 
EN0 
c,n i n  3594 











HWER1)OLlC ELIMYNATYON SUIRWTIIIE 
SMROUTINE TESllKrPI. V. P2)  
IF ~X.GT.OO.OI~I M i n  IO 
P I  = EXPI-XB 
60 TO 2 0  
e1 - 0.0 
IF 4 V . G T . I ~ - O Z I )  GO TO 30 
e2 = E X P I - V I  
R R V I N  
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. . . . . .  
- 
- -  _ _  . 
Report No. 2286-950002 (Vol, n) 
DATA K K A P I I S )  I 
MTA K K A V l I 6 ~  I 
MTA K K A C I I T I  I 
M T A  X K A O I I 0 1  I 
.. - M T 4  KKA?119) I 
MTA K K A P I Z O I  I 
OAT4 K K 4 P I 2 1 t  I 
OITA K K 4 P l Z 2 )  I 
. - _ _  
. - 64TA K K A P l % l  I 00.1106119 I 
MI4 K I 4 P l 2 b )  I 83.2S22oC9 I 







3 2  
GOT01 = Bow0 
60 TO t10.20.10~.WT01 
WJ 1 5  K - lrYEN0 
U A W K ,  = P I  1 FLOAT4K + 
tn*T lNUE 
UETUIIN 
00 12 K * 1.27 
K A P I K )  = K K A P I K I  
UETWW 
IF IITRMS.NE.~) 60 m 
I R M S I  
3 5  
+ 0.5i 
34 C f f l T I W E  
RETURN 
3 s  00 34 * = l .lEN0 























I F  I A O S I D E L P  - WPTRUI.LT.l.OE-b1, GO TO 10 7 I F  lRCK.EO.11 GO TO 10 
IF IHARWOU.GT.II fa m I 
TFFT 0-n 
T<-- AW&PCPT~l .OI  - DLPTRU 
IF IT~.L€.I.OF-LI 60 TO 7 
K - 0  
TEST = OLPTRU t F L O I T I I O  
I F  I A B S I T E S T  I TD - l. ’J1.61-1~0E-bI  GO TO 5 
5 K - 1 + 1  
7 TO * TFST + F L f l 4 T l  (LOOP I 21 - I I 
~ E L P  - OLPTQU 
LO J-COUNT -1 
P S U W I J I  = P S I H Y I J I  + VVIN.11 U W H L R R W 1  
P S U Y ( J 1  - P S W M I J I  + VVIN.11 UUPPIHARWDWI 
I F  lMOOM.EO-OI  U E T W  
IF lLOnP.NF.MXLOPl R E T M L  - 
IF fMSTllP.NE-01 *€TURN 
IF lHARMCIN.6T-l I  60 m l 0 -  
I F  I A B S I P R P T  - TIWAXI.CT-1.OE-6) R€TURN 
I F  I M S A V ~ O O ~ O I  WSAV = 10 
CMTSAV - COWJT 
ARCAYINSAVI P S U I ( l J 8  
MSTflP = I1 __- - 
R F T U I M  
NSAV = moncwnNm,yo 
-- _- ___ . - 
20 I F  ICOUMT.NE.CMTSAVI RETWM 
NSAV - WOOfMARM9N.131 
I F  IMSAV.EO.OI WSAV - I0 
A s R A V f N S A V I  = P S v I * f J I  
N S T W  = 11 
RFTURN 
EN’) 
Report NO, 2286-950002 (VO~, n) 
- -. . _- . . 
. .. - 
. . . -_ - 
- 
. . .  
--_ . . . ._ 
_ _  
SJBFTC C O W  L I S T  
C 
F CONVERPmcE T E S l l N G  Su94OUTJyF 
C 
t 
S U B Q W T I N E  CONV 
COUWCWI RED I A L P H A ~ B E T A ~ L A M ~ H A R ~ ~ 8 W ~ D ~ W P E . ~ ~ ~ E ~ C ~ T ~ U ) ~ A R  





CWWONIS I R  E 
CONWONISAVER I A R R A V I  101 .WOU.MZERO 
iMTE6FR HARWON 
I I €NO. I T R A N S . I i k K  .L IST.KAP 
TEST1 * 0.0 
TEST2 - 0.0 
Otl 10 1 = 1.5 
TEST1 - TEST1 + ARRAVII I 
TESTZ - TESTZ + 1RRAVII + 51 
10 CONTIMUE 
C 
T E S T 3  - TEST1 + TEST2 
WIT = 2.0 * ABSITESTZ - TEST11 I A I S l T E S T 1 I  
IF l W I T - L E . l . O F - 3 l  (c*( = 11 
LOUIT = ABSlTEST31 I 10.0 
J F  fZWIT.LF.l.oE-11 MZtRO - U 
I F  tULESO.NE.01 W O K  = 11 










? T a l l  f 0.0 
CUUTIYIIF __  . - .- -
IF IW.EO.1) fW€ * 1.0 
E X P X  f 0.0 
M Y 2  - 0 . C  
ARC1 = A U a  CAPW 
I F  lAQGl.LE.ToPl P T l l )  * E X P I - A R G l l  
TYO4KA = 2.O * AKA 
KMZK - AQ61 - TYnAK4 
I F  lARS l IMZK l -LE .TOP1 P T I E I  f EKPIXMZK) 
COS4RG * C O S l A ~ G 1 l  
SINAPG = S I W ( A Q S l 1  
P l l T l  - COSARG - SINARG 
I F  lTUllUA.LE.TOP) FXPEK f EXPI-TUOAKAl 
IF lExPZI.NE.O.Ol - T I * )  f I C O Y R G  + SIN4RGI * EXP2K 
a w  = ARGI - AKA 
IF I ~ ~ S I X ~ ~ . S ~ . T O P I  GO TT, u 
sitat = o w  
GC TO 33 
IF IN.LT.28) I 7 l  Tr) 32 
ONE (. -0NF 
CnSK f 0.0 
12 S l M  f S1*1(KIM) 
COSK = C O S r K l N l  
13 P T O )  I ISIW - COSIO * E K P l X I I l  
1 I O I N I  - 1.0 M U 1  
RETURN 
Ea0 . . . . .  - .. 
SIBFTC UPP LlST.REF 
C 







C M O * l  U F X  IALPMiCAPX 
C W H O N / A K A P P A I A K L ~ A K A 2  
C W * o w /  WW / P T ~ O E N l ~ D E W 7 ~ S l N A ~  
OIMENSIOY P T I 7 1  
C 




30 YCP c I - P I 1 1 1  + P T I Z I  - W I 3 )  + P T I Z I  .TI51 + P 1 1 6 l  - P T I T I )  I 
IO Y e p  = -LKM * ~ I Y A R G  
I (OENI - 1-0 + M Y 2 1  0 AKA2 
 RET^ 
EM) 
Report No. 2286-950002 (VoL 11) 
100 CHECK f 1.0 / CACX 
m 110 IK - I.IEWO 
L I S T I I K I  - 11 
I F  (JCWECK.r(f.@* GO TO 115 
IF ~ l C A P X . E O . O . O ~ . O 1 . l C A ~ K ~ E Q ~ l r O I J  *€Tu* 
ICMPCK f I F I X I C M E C U I  
CHECK2 f FLOAT l IC+ IEC lo  
I F  I ICMECK - C M E C K 2 I ~ N E ~ O ~ O l  R E 6  
IFHIXU = IC)*Ca - - ~ 
110 C W T l y U E  
115 m 120 xu Jcwa.imm.icwca 
L 1 S T I l K I  - 0 - 
120 C O N T I W E  
JCHECK * aDI IENO. ICHECX1 
swum 
R E T W  - .  
F W  
..... 
30 WIT€ 16-31) M . 
40 C U L  Mc 
50 C U I .  Dvlc 
60 CALL W H P  
I O . C I u  Rw!! 
80 C U L  OmP 
90 C U L  n*rr 
160 C U L  M. 
. . . . .  - - ......... . ~- 
. . . . . . .  . .- .... f - -  - 
